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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem I have chosen is a sequential service 

problem which is a type of stochastic process. The system 

has two servers A and B. A customer will enter only if A 

is free. Once A has served the customer, he will then be 

served by B If B is free or leave if B is busy. The 

objectives of the problem are to find the average number of 

customers entering the system, how many of these are served 

by B, the average number of customers present, and the 

average amount of time spent in the system. The Poisson 

process determines the arrival rate of customers. The 

servers serve with exponential rates.

Stochastic processes can be defined two ways, one of 

which is mathematically oriented and the other oriented 

towards the non-mathematician. A stochastic process is the 

mathematical abstraction of an empirical process whose 

development is governed by probabilistic laws. A stochastic 

process is any probability process, that is, any process 

running along in time and controlled by probabilistic laws.J

Karkov chains are a type of stochastic process. They 

are used- to describe probability systems in which the results 

are dependent on the previous events. The system has fixed 

conditional probabilities pjj of SK» given that Ej has occurred 

at the preceding trial and the probabilities of sample
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sequences are defined in terms of an initial probability 

distribution for the states EK=0.

A random walk is a special case of the Markov chain.

The problem that is considered here is a random walk without 

absorbing, elastic or reflecting barriers. These are the 

most well known types of random walks. All three can be 

described by using the idea of elastic barriers. There 

exists small numbers <£>, $<, such that the system will enter state 

0 with a probability of ( l-£®)q from state 1 and will 

remain in state 1 with a probability of 6„q« The same adds 

true for the system moving from state a 1 to state a. The 

probability of entering state a is ( 1-<$«)P and ^be probability 

of remaining in state a-1 is^p. IfJo^&pl, the system will 

not enter states 0 and a, thus reflecting barriers. If

the system will never leave state 0 or state a 

once it enters these states, thus absorbing barriers.

The family of exponential distributions contains two 

very important.processes. The Poisson process is a pure 

birth process. The Poisson moves forward in time without 

moving back. The Poisson process is used to find an arrival 

rate for most service and waiting time problems which are 

random walks. Birth and death processes with specific sets 

of conditions are random walks in which the system moves 

forward or backward one state at a time.

The objectives of the problem discussed in this paper 

can be directly applied in business and economics. Prom
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studies of problems of this type, businesses can find the 

most practical number of servers to serve all the customers 

present in a reasonable amount of time. A company with an 

assembly line can decide how many repairmen are needed to 

effectively repair breakdowns. The objective of the business 

is to maximise service but minimise the number of idle 

employees *

The notation for conditional probability throughout 

this paper will be a perpendicular line separating the two 

events. A / will be used to denote division.



XX. MARKOV CHAINS

Pur every finite collection of integers n,<n2 ...<nr 
<n, the joint distribution of ( x^'b x^,. *., x^nr\ x r ) Is 

defined in such a way that x^«x, *.. .,x^=r<r ion Is 

identical with the hypothesis x^«xr . -This sequence of 

discrete random variables is a Markov process if those 

conditions hold. Here x. ,x2,...,xr,x are arbitrary numbers 

for which the hypothesis has positive probability*

Markov chains can be called dependent Bernoulli trials, 

This stochastic process is defined as a sequence of trials 

with possible outcomes 3,, 3^,... with constant transition 

probabilities. The probabilities of sample sequences are
defined by Er {Ejo ,Sj .....Sjo} -aj9j, pjt)Jl pj(^ .. .PJn.2jM Pjr)_,j '

using an Initial probability distribution £ak^ for the 

states 3^ at time 0. Also used are the fixed conditional 

probabilities pj^ of E^ given that Ej has occurre*- on :-n«

previous trial.

States are classified as recurrent or transient. A 

recurrent state is classified as null, periodic or ergodic. 

A state Ej- is either recurrent or transient according to 

whether a return to Sj is certain or uncertain ( that Is, 
according to whether fi or f, ( 1 }.^ The probability 

that the system ever returns to Sj is fj and is given by
<x>

fj =5 fV . Sj is a null state if the mean recurrence 

time is infinite. If a return to S is impossible, except 

perhaps, in t,-2t, it... steps, and t>t is the greatest
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integer with this property, then state E is called periodic 

with a period t. (In this case pjj *0 whenever n is not 

divisible, by t. The ergodic recurrent state is neither

periodic nor null. All recurrent states can be reached 

from <mlj another recurrent state and all are of the same 

class.

Sbrkov chains occur in several types. A closed set 

of states G occurs if no one-step transition is possible 

from any state oi u to any state outside C. This means 

PjK=G whenever Ej is in C and outside. If the closed 

set is the set of all states, the Harkov chain is said to 

be irreducible. if a single state forms a closed set, it 

is called an absorbing state, A decomposable chain has 

two or more closed sets.

The following theorems discuss each type of chain as 

stated by William Feller in An Introduction to Probability 

Theory and its Applications*

Theorem ft In. an irreducible Markov chain all states 

belong to the same class i they are all transient, all 

recurrent null states, or all recurrent non-null states.

The states are all periodic with the seme period. Each 

state can be reached from every other state.

Theorem 2t In every chain the recurrent states can, in 

a unique manner, be divided into closed set® Gp C2... such 

that from any state of a given set all the' states of that set
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and no other can be reached. Since each Gv can be treated 

independently as a Markov chain, all states belonging to 

the same closed set Gv are necessarily of the same class*

In addition to the closed sets C z the chain will in general 

contai- transient states from which states of the closed set 

Cy. can be reached ( but' not vica versa ).

Theorem 3t If the state B is either transient or a recurrent 
null state, then PjK(rt'-»O for every j.

Theorem 4> Suppose that the states of an irreducible chain 

are not periodic ana neither transient nor null states,

then for every pair a, k che limit lim p; © existsn-»°o j *'•
and is independent of j . The reciprocal of is the . 

mean recurrence time of , Moreover, Is *

probability distribution with positive elementsi that is,

(a® *s^-

Finally, the m-k satisfy the system of linear equations
(fe)^K*^PvK‘

The distribution j is uniquely determined by (a) and 

(b) or, more precisely, if is any other sequence

satisfying the condition V< = I v, pV(< , £ jvj < °° , then 

^‘,KstcV< a constant c.

Corollary I» xzi every aperiodic irreducible chain the 
probability a^of finding the system at time n in state 

2g tends to be a uniquely determined limit which is 

independent of the initial distribution. If all states
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are transient or null states, aj< 0 for all k. Otherwise

the probability of Bg is, in the limit, the reciprocal of 

the (finite) mean recurrence time of E .

The initial probability distribution is called

Corollary ttt Tf all states of an aperiodic irreducible 

chain are transient or null states» there exists no stationary 

distribution* otherwise there exists a unique stationary

distribution the necessarily

converges toward it.

Theorem Si In an Irreducible <o Markov chain all

states can be divided into groups Ga . ..G^ » so that one- 

stop transition from a state Gv always leads to a state of

Go v»t-l ). If we consider the chain only at

times, t. ?t. it.*., then we get a new chain whose matrix 

of transition probabilities is p1. In it each Gv forms an 

irreducible ein«ed set.

The probability of moving from one state to another is 

found through the use of transition matrix. In the matrices 

P” all rows and all columns corresponding to states outride 

the closed set C are deleted} there remain matrices for 
which the fundamental relations are p.K^'lz p.J’’0

and Pj^mtrt> * £Z Xf the matrix of transition

is a square matrix in which the elements of the rows sum 

to one, it is called a stochastic matrix, Any stochastic
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matrix can serve as a matrix of transition probabilities! 

together with our initial distribution it completely 

defines the type of Markov chain with constant transition 

probabilities*
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III. RANDOM WALKS

Random walks are stochastic processes with constant 

transition probabilities of the Markov Chains type. Three 

types of random walks occur most often in practical 

applications. These types are distinguished by the barriers 

that restrict the walk, absorbing, elastic, and reflecting. 

The random walks with absorbing and reflecting barriers 

are just special cases of the random walk with elastic 

barriers. There exist two small numbers £ and<f4 . The 

system will enter state 0 with a probability ( l-<fo )q and 

remain in state i with a probability of The same holds
true for entering state a with a probability of ( l-J’aJp 

and remaining in state a-i with a probability of <f«p.

The s^ycem has absorbing barriers if J’<>=J’<l=O. The barriers 

are reflecting if <£>=&= 1.

Random walks occur with two other properties. In 

general, the random walks with absorbing barriers are 

restricted. If p®q*=|, the random walk Is symmetric. An 

unrestricted random walk becomes a difficult problem to 

solve due to loss of symmetry and the complexity of the 

formulas needed for solution.

A typical and practical example of a random walk 

is the problem of the gambler’s ruin. The following is 

a problem of that type.

Let two players A and B have 7 cents between them.
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Let A toss a coin, which has a probability p of falling 

heads. On each toss he wins a penny if the coin falls 

heads and he loses a penny if the coin falls tails. If 

A’s initial fortune is three cents, what is the probability 

that A’s fortune will be aero cents before it is seven 
cents, and A will be ruined.W

Each column of this matrix represents a state which 

Is the amount of money in A’s possesion.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

QOpOOOOO 

OqOpOOOO 

0 0 q 0 p 0 0 0 

OOOqOpOO 

0000 qOpO 

OOOOOqOp 

00000001

A is initially in the position inside the square,

Once the extern reaches state 0 or state 7 the game

will er«d *•««»*•* 'a*,© nlayer has no more money. Since from 

those two states, there is no probability of moving to 
another state, this problem has absorbing barriers.

i) is the conditional probability of being 

absorbed at state 0 given you started in state (i).

10



The following equations solve for the conditional 

probability 1).
A>(0)-l . . ' '

(1 >q/^(0 )+>«•»< 2)

^•(2)«q/<^l)+px<j3)

<*„(3)=q>a/2)+ pX».(M

x*JM*q/t(3)+P>^(5)

^(5)“q/4(M+P^8(‘9

y^(6)»q/4(5)+'Aa(7)

X/„(75«v

Tie quantity >*„(!) is equal to the probability of 

losing ciult^-ni^ed by ^.(1-1) added to the probability of 

winning mul tidied by /<o( i+1).

The equations can be rewritten as 

^(0 )=1

q £Zf.(2)-.^(l)J=»p £*.(3)-«-.(2)J 

q t</j3)“X'B(2)]*p f4c(^)-^.(3)] 

q 4) (3)J *P p/ 5) - ^.(- )] 

q £4J5)-^(MJ*p (3u.(6)--*«»<5)]
Q ^/aU)--^(5)]"X» £a#(7)~>M6)J 

^o(7)«0.

In solving these equation, define c=^.( 1}0) 
^(2)-^.(l)«(q/p) &q(l)-^.«»J =(q/n)c 

x^(3)-^o(2)=(q/p) [^(2)~,*,(l)3»(q/p)2c
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^W’4#(3)a(q/p) £«j3)*^.(2)J“(q/p)Jc 

■< (5)-x?.(4)=(q/p) f^(4)-^j3)j = (q/p)*c 

XX, (6)-4,(5X«/p) £^(5 )->£,/Mj“(q/p) o 

xto 7)-^(6)=(q/p) [X(6)-^(5g = (q/p) o

X*/i)“l+r

4te(2)«(q/n)r‘+^-fc

XU O X q/p )2 c+ ( q/p) C+l+C

Xz, (^)=(a /p )J c+ (q/p )x c+ {q/p) c+ l+o

xr* (5) = (q/p )V C+ ( q/p) * c+ (q/p) 2c+ (q/p)c+1+c

)«< q/p A ©+ (q/p )* (q/p)5 e+(q/p )2e+ (q/pXt+e

^(7Xq/p)<’c+(q/p)sG+(q/p)¥c+(q/pPc+(q/p)Zq+(q/p)c+t+c

To ^®+*»TOine c, 7 )“G.

if p*q®fe l+7c=0

c»-(l/7)«

If p/q, thor>-
O*l+c+ (q/p)c+(q/p)2c+ (q/p)9 c+ (q/p)* c+ (q/p) *0+ (q/p)*c 

0=l+c((1*(q/p)7 }/(l-(q/p)) 

c=~((i-(q/p))/(l-(q/p)7)).

For any state i

x^(i)=l-(i/7)» for p=q=1- 
xe9« i)*i-((l-(q/p)* )/(l~(q/p)7)), for p/q

Therefore, (3)=l~(3/yXV?) if p»q=|
^(3)=l-((l-(q/p)J)/(l-(q/p)7))

“Cl-(q/p)1 -l+(q/p)7]/( l-(q/p)7 ‘ 

»[<-q7W )/p7J/C(p7-q7)/p7J

12



= (q'7~qJp^)/(q7~p7)

In the case p/q, the probability of A being ruined if p«| 

and isi
-«.(3>= •(iAJ“ (3A)’J /((3A)7 -dA)7 )“ (<B187-81/l638lJ/

£(218?-I)/l6334] =.963^ .

A sequential sampling is a random walk in which the 

particle moves from one state to another, not necessarily 

the ones lext it it. Generally this case is used to find 

the proucxoilitv of arriving in state x before reaching state a

The foregoing would be a sequential sampling If 

the question was find the probability that the system 

reached state 6 before A is ruined,

13
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IV. BIRTH AND DEATH PROCESSES

A oxrxn and death process Is a system that changes 

only through transitions from states to their neighbors 
(from E„ to E or Bn_t if n>i, but from E^ to E, only).^2^ 

These syscems provide a basis for rates of arrival,

Transition probabilities are considered here.

Us<ng the following postulates, I will follow through 

the derivation of the birth and death process as presented 

in book, An Introduction to Rrpbgbility Theojry and

its Applications.

Postulates! The system changes only through transitions 

from states to their next neighbors (from E„ to Enf< or Bn_t 

if n> 1, but from 2O to E, only). If at time t, the system 

is in state » the probability that during ( t, t+h ) the 

transition B„-» Bnt( occurs equals ^„h+o(h)» and the probability 

of B„-» En_, (if n 1) equals h+o(h). The probability that 

during (t, t+h) more than one change occurs is of the order 

of magnitude o(h).

Using Pn (i;+h)®Pn(t) (t-4h)+Pn-/ (t)Ah+c(h) or

(t)+(o(h)/h, one can

derive b'n (t)*-^Pn(t)+Al>-i (t) for o(h)/h goes to aero as 

h goes U> z.ero. This equation holds for a pure birth process.

To calculate Pn(t+h), the system could be in state En 

only if one of these conditions Is true, (i) No changes 

occurred during (t,t+h) and the system is in En at ts



(xi) the system has a birth and moves from state Sn-/ to 

(ill) the system has a death and moves from state Erj,/ to 

state 5ni (iv) the probability is equal to oCh) that the 

process ha® two or more changes in (t, t+h).

Since conditions and iv are independent,

PA(t+h)=Pn(t)^l-^h^hJ+^,.,hP^, Pn>, (t)h+o(h)

^(t+h)-.Pz,(t)]/h» -(A^PnURA^P^, (t)-k^, (t)+(o(h)/h)

(The PMf*'1 are assumed to be continuous.)

Therefore, P’n (t)« -(A^+^)Pn(t)+Ans pn-< <t) for n>i.

For n«0, in the same way P’o (t)« ~ t)+x.P, (t),

■If" the system is in state Ex at time zero, &.(05*i*

P^(G)«O for n/i.

The feirtn and death process depends on the above 

conditions and the infinite number of differential equations 

These equations must be solved simultaneously* Since P(t) 

are continuous, then the system of differential equations 

have a unique solution by the following theorem*

Theorem.. If the functions A4»>*a are continuous on an.open 

interval containing the point t»t , then there

exists.a unions solution P( (t).. .Frt=XA(f) of the system 

of differential equations, which satisfies the initial 

conditions

For arbitrarily prescribed coefficients /Qq* 
there always exists a positive solution £rA(t)^ of the above 

equations such that j^P^Ct)*!, The sum of PA(t)> n 

to the fact there is no possibility of a negative probability.
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This gives

state rate leaves=r&te enters

(0,0)

(1,0) /,

(0,1) C A +^P £ OI ~ '**, ',o +^j. o f
(1,1) <>*?+>««)?„ « Alfc,

(h,l)

Using the fact that P6etP/0+P^f+PA/ «t and the above 

equations, one can find the probabilities.

Consider a sequential service system consisting of 

two servers, A and B. Arriving customers will only enter 

this system- if server A is free. ■ If a customer does enter 

then he Is Immediately served by A. When his service by A 

Is completed he then goes to B if 3 is free, or If B is 

busy he leaved the system* Assuming that the (Poisson) 

arrival rate is two customers per hour, and that A and B 

serve at respective (exponential) rates of four and two 

customers an hour.

(a) What proportion of customers enter the system?
I ? ' X

(b) What proportion of entering customers receive service 

from B?

(c) What is the average number of customers in the system?

(d) What is the average amount of time that a customer 

spends In the system?

25



done will be demonstrated in the following example.

Assume there is a shoeshine shop with two chairs in

which a customer will enter only if chair one is free. The 

customer will be served in chair one and if ehair two is 

still occupied will wait until it is free. Once it is free* 

he will move to that chair for service* Thus the system 

has five states*

state interpretation

(0,0) no customer in the system

(1,0) one customer in chair one

(o,i> on® customer in chair two

(l,i) There are two customers being served

(b,l) Customer in chair one has completed

service, but chair two has a customer 
who is in service.DO

Xf the customers arrive at a rate A, chair one serves 

at a rate of aa- f arid chair two at a rate of a diagram can

To solve the problem, the sum of the rates leaving a 

state multiplieds by the probability of that state equals 

the sum of the rates coming in multiplied by the probability 

of the states from which the state is reached by each rate.
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f(l-( AA >«•< V-AJ

-fxt(!!+l)( V*) + l-( )(l-(

- fx[N< +1-(N+1)< AA)*J //”(*-A )(!-( *">)J ,
It deriving the average time spent by a customer in 

the system, there are two cases to be considered. A customer

is defined as one who has entered the system and find® 

the system full or as one who enters the system.
in. case one, {Cn+i)/^J-pn > the sum goes to

fi»l because if the customer finds N people present he spends

sero time in the system.
Ui

Factor out lA, W * (i/^i) £ (n+lJP,

/v
inn=L and 2 Pn~l. Substituting these in the preceding

XI *t>
formula W0J «£l- (K+i) F^+lJ ,

Ir. case two, the P^n in the system^ is no longer PA»

For since this case considers only the customers that join 

the system, the number in the system cannot be greater than 

K*l« The probability, a conditional probability that there 

are at meet N-i, is W » *> (n+l)PA /ptd-P^J®

X» is equal to the average rate of arrival ( J 

multiplied Hy *he average amount of time spent in the system,

2> A^-

The theory specifically involved in the problem to be
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Sj- s-l/(«-A)

wq- »/£. 0*- A $.

If the system has a finite capacity, meaning that 

if there are K customers present, any other potential 

customer will not enter the system, The equations then 

become «*PZ for state 0, ( A+>c)iA= t**2k for

state l£n±N-l andx.for state N.

The equation C^^AP^-/ ) is reasonable because the 

system will enter only by an arrival with (N-l) customers 

present. The system can only leave N by a departure.

The formulas for L, L^, W» W^, P.. and P„ change when

the system is finite. Since all the P for n«l, 2, 3,..., H
a/ a

must sum to one the value of Pn becomes 1=P1 *=

)/ (1~< t therefore 2 a=(l-( A/n))/(l- }
n becomes [( M*)A(M fyj)]/ (1~( n«0» 1, 2, K.

V
As before L= £ substituting the value of P. in this

A»i>
formula and solving for L.

)I$ n{ tyx/. Examine the 
•b n J a/

n( ^L} , let x={ the sum becomes 2”nxn.

Factor out an x, the sume then becomes x nx where
. *V»O /V

nx*' *dCx*)/dx, Substituting this inot the sum x? d(xK)/dx= 

x£d( S’ x )/dx. Since "2. x w is a geometric progression
n»d

the sum equals (1-x )/(i-x). The sum becomes x£d( (l-xv,/)/

(i-x))/ ox}“xf (l-x)(N+l)(z V)-(l~x /(i-x)J.

Substituting this back in to the original equation,

22



Examine any other state nj the system will enter it 

from state (n-i) with a rat® A and from state (n+1) with 

a rate of y/ due to a departure.. The system will leave state .. 

n by botu an arrival or a departure! therefore the process 

leaves at a rate of A+A Therefore» following our basic 

idea the .rate of entrance equals-the rate of departure» the 

equation for »>G becomes (^+»P *

The set of equations is solved similarly to the example 

in the section on random walks. The solution of the above 

equations follows*

?„./“< AA)„ + !=X-< %)?«-() . n>c

P,-( %JS>
p2»<
p>«< Az,)’p.

-a• ■ ' ' ; .- < ' ./■■■I-'. •

<5^
Since the £ ?» 1, the value of P* can be determined

*** o* „
in the fallowing. manner* 1*^ P*5?./(1~< */*))•

'This formula is true only if ^m<1* Then I<,=l-{

and for n>0, PA-( (l-(
Using nx*‘*x/(l*x) and %*( ^J^Cl-C ^£*))» nio, 

h^a
the following become the formulas for L, L^, W,
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that number of customers being: present. ;

In mathematical formulas I, W, are as follows*
nPn , £(n-l )J?„ * £(ntl)/xtJpH ,

ihe quantities can be found only if the probabilities

P are found for n=0, 1, 2,.,. Place yourself in a position 

to watchone of these systems in operation. You have an 

infimtenumber Of urns labelled 0» 1, 2,.». and a single 

ball, ‘ihuiv xb a score sheet in front of you to be filled 

out as you move the ball from urn to urn as the number of 

customers changes. This, score sheet is changed after.a set 

perioc w*-. time* suppose ywpl&oed the ball in the- urn 

labexxeaone A times where A is an integer. The system 

enteitsu sxaxe A rimes in one unit of time. The system 

must have leix sxaxe one an equal or one ,greater amount of 

times, Thus, we have -the result for n>ii the rate at which 

the process enters state n -equals the rate at which it 

leaves state n.

In5 determining the raxes consider the state 0} the

system can leave state 0 only if a customer arrives and
(

return ogly- if state 1 is emptied--by the departure of- a 

customer. The process will leave at a rate of AK where

X is the arrival rate and P, is the portion of time that ' 

the system is in state 0. The system will enter state zero 

with a rate of^P, whereis the service rate and P, is 

the proportion of time the system has a single customer. The 

initial ■jeouation Is thus APd«>P,

20



derived from this equation are insolvabls, the equation used 
will be Pn»lijapP#,Ct>*lia p£x(t)»nj. P„ is referred to as 

the steady state probability because it is the limiting 

probability of exactly n customers in the system.

Using PA» the formulas for I, !<,, W, Wq can be express id 

in terras of it. The average number of customers (L) will 

equal the sum from aero to infinity of the number of customers 

multiplied by the probability of that number of customers 

being present. Therefore the average number of customers 

waiting in line (1^) will equal the number of customers 

present minus one multiplied by the probability of that 

number of customers summed as the number of customers goes 

from zero to infinity. When looking at the average amount 

of time spent in the system by a customer, we must consider 

the number of customers ahead of him and the fact that a 

system cannot remember when the customer in entered that 

service. The arriving customer will expect to spend the 

mean eerW*e — for the customer in service and those 

ahead otWira as well as his own.* Therefore the average 

amount &«■> r-"ent (W) will equal the average rate of 

service multiplied by the probability of the number of 

customers in the system when he arrives multiplied by the 

number of customers in the system after he arrives. An 

arriving customer ean expect to wait in line (W^) the average 

rate of service time multiplied by the number of customers 

present when he entered multiplied by the probability of
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V, PROBLEM THEORY AND SOLUTION

The theory behind the problem I have chosen is closely 

related to the single~server exponential queuing system 

(both infinite and finite capacities). The idea presented 

for the sequential service will be expanded from an example 

which will follow the example of the single-server system*

The following example presents the theory and quantities 

of interest in the single server system*

Customers arrive at a single-server service station 

with a Poisson nrocess having a rate A • Therefore the time 

between euoeesax/e arrivals are independent exponential 

random variables having a mean 1/^* Each customer either 

goes directly into service if the server is free* otherwise 

the customer will Join the waiting line. Successive 

service times are assumed to be independent exponential 

random wrdeMes^ having mean, 1/^. . ■ ■

Quantities of interest for this system are*

L , average number of customers in the system*

Lq, average numoer of customers waiting in line*

W » averse amount vf time that a customer spends in the system*

average amount of time the* a customer spends waiting In line,

To? .calculate these ctuanilties* let X(t) equal the 

number of customers present at time t, (t)«P[x(t)«nJ 

is the probability of being in /the n+x> state which is the 

probability that X(t)=n. Since the differential equations

P ‘ ? • " ’ , /it- ’5; ' i' •



conditions s

Ci) N(0)=0, at time zero no events have occurred 

(ii) The process has independent increments.

(iii) The number of events in any interval of length t is 
Poisson distributed with mean At* That is, for all

number, for any small number h and any time interval of 

length hv the system will obey a Poisson probability law if 

these conditions hold* i 1 - - • ’

(i) The probability that exactly one event will occur in 

the interval is approximately equal to h, in the sense 

that it is equal to Ah+r, (h) and r( (h)/h tends to 

zero as h tends to zero.

(ii) The probability that exactly zero events occur in the 

interval is approximately equal to 1- Ah the sense 

that it is equal to i- Xh+r^(h), and r2(h)/h tends to 

zero as h tends to zero,

(iii) The probability that two or more events occur in the 

interval is equal to a quantity r^(h) such that the

quotient r3(h)/h tends to zero as the length h of the
i i

interval tends to zero.

1?



The solution will always be positive*

The poisson process is a pure birth process with an

exponential distribution* continuous random variable

X is said to have a exponential distribution with parameter 

X* -x its probability density function is given by

5{x),is given by EK)~ jxf(x) dx. The solution of this
. -0°integral is 1/x •

The exponential distribution has the property of being 

memoryiess. That means the probability of something lasting 

for (s+t/ nours, given that it has lasted t hours, is equal 

to the initial probability of the object lasting for at 

least s hours. The conditions of this happening are
x>t)*p(x>sj for all s, t>0. ^ {X>a*t/x>tf]J /

p{x>tj=p£x>sj p{x?s+tj»p{x>s}r jx>tj in an exponentially 

distributed, variable =e'^ e \

^The Poisson Process is a counting process. A 

counting process is a stochastic process where N(t) represents 

the total number of "events” that have occurred up to time 

t» From this definition, K(t) must satisfy the following!

(i) N(t)>0

(ii) N(t) is integer valued

(lii)if «<t. K(t)*K(s) equals the number of events that have 

occurred in the interval (s,t)

(iv) if «<t, N(s)^Ti(t).

Wlf the counting process satisfies these three
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state

<o,o)
(1,0)

(0,1)

(1,1)

Interpretation

no customers

one customer served by A 

one customer served by B 

A and B serving a customer

P13

h customers per hour 

» 2 customers per hour

Vo5*

^,0 =^^/a+P2)
(^+^)p2« Af/zJ

Substituting the values for "A , , and ^-a
2P„» 2P,0 => ?,= t,„
4Pm» 2P„ + 2I2
Mirf- 1»o„+ Pa) => P„« P,*+ P2 

6ra» 2P,O v d/3)r-,o.

Using +?2*1 an<* at>ove relation ships

+ po + po«i

3Pa=i

P>*(l/3). P/4«(2/9), ?ia“(l/3), P2«(l/9).
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(a) Customers will enter only if the system is in state 0 

or state ig ,

Vp,3* U/3X1/3X2/3)

(b) If the system is in state 0 the probability is i that

a customer be will serve the customer. Xf the system is in 

state l0, it then moves to state 2 from which it returns to 

state 1<j with a probability of (1/3).
(1/A )(1+P^ >(1/2) (1+ (1/3) X1/2) (4/3 X2/3)*.67 

(0) Since there are customers only in three states,

X P, A )+ (F,}+2P2= (2/9)+(1/3)+ (2/9) = (7/9).

(d) Again depending on whether the system is in state 0 or 

1 gthen the average amount of time would equal.
*■ fi V A) < +r,a +2Pj)]/(r»+ ,tf) 

■=((2/9)+(l/3)+(2/9))/(2(2/3))«(?/9)/(V3)

W*(7/12) of an hour **35 minutes.

Suppose we change A =4, then 

4F» = 2F,a

4i>4 = 4PJ+2Pa

6P2 = 4p</3 .

Solving ior ^Ie, P<Xl/2)P/fl, , Pm“(5/6)Po

(1/2)^+(2/3)P/6+(5/6)P/0+PJia» 1

3P/Z?»1

P,tfXl/3)» P0Xl/6), P2«(2/9), PZ4»(5/18).

(a) What proportion of the customers enter the system?

Vpz<,*(i/6)+(i/3)«(i/2)
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(b) What proportion of entering customers receive service 

from B?

If the system is in state 0 when the customer arrives he 

will be served by B. If it is in state 1 when the customer 

entered it will move back to 1 with a probability of (1/3),

(lA)(l+(l/3)XlA)(4/3)=(l/3)^33 

Co) What is the average number of customers in the system?

L»Pm +Pja +2(?a)*(5/l8)+(l/3)+(4/9) 
»(5+6+8)/18=(19/18b

(d) What is the average amount of time that an entering 

custom®^spends In the system?

AfP.+P,afl“(19/18)/(9(l/2>(19/30 of an hourA$31 minutes 

Change ^-3 and let A ■

^3^=^ i;«(3A)p(j3 

c^+3 2 A <d+(12/?)IfjS = (33/28)l<a

?b<rMP,A+Pa)

7:4=^^ P2»(V7)p<y3

C 3 A) P/d + (33/28) P,d +T/i3 + (!>/?) P;d al 
C 21+33+28+16 )/28jp<6 «1

(93/28)F/d=l 

(7/2)P,a -1

^*(2/7)* Po=(6/26), P/A-(33/93), Pa»(8A9) .
(a) What is the .proportion of customers entering the system?

(8+6)/28-(14/28}»(1/2)

(b) What- proportion of entering customers receive service 

from B?
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(1/A )(l+P,<,)«dA)(i+(2/7))+(9/28)^.32 .

(c) What is the average number of customers in the system?

3> (33/98)+(28/98)+(32/98)=(93/98)♦

(d) What is the average amount of time spent in the system?

W{93/98)/(4(1/2))- (93/196 X&9 minutes.

Suppose that a customer instead of leaving waited

until B was free thus blocking entrance to the system.

State (b.l) has Pcas its probability.

(/»*,+ X)p,g «^p/a c.

Using the original values for A 

2 a“2P,d =>

U./a-2^+2P2 P^’(2/3)Ptf

4Pya +2PU

6I^2F^ P2»(l/3)?ft

2Pc=4P2 5> Pc«2Pa PC*(2/3)PO

P, + (2/3)I<,+ (l/3)P<,+Po + (2/3)Pa=l 

(ll/3)?ft“l
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^ = (3/11)“^ » PM*{2/li), P2«(l/ll), P^(2/ll).

(a) What proportion of customers enter the system?

| (3/li)+{3/li>(6/H)

(b) What proportion of entering customers receive service 

from B?

The proportion is one because the customer will wait 

until B is free.

(c) What is the average number of customers in the system?

A +p/zJ *2P2+ 2PC «(2/11) + (3/11)+(2/11) + (4/1 i)»1

(d) What is the average amount of time that an entering 

customer spends in the system?

W«L/( 2 (6/11)* (11/12) hour<^55 minutes.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The problem showed that varying the rate at which 

customers arrive or the rate at which B served affected the 

amount of time a customer spent In the system. If B can 

serve a rate equal to that at which customers arrived, he 

had a greater probability of providing service. If a 

business were built on this model, the owner would want to 

maximize B's rate of service and minimize the average time 

spent in the system. The business would also want to find 

a rate for A at which he would not be idle so much of 

the time.

There are several other types of problems and each 

with different material to be developed for their solution.

I will briefly mention two here, time-continuous Markov 

chains and waiting line and service problems.

A time-continuous Markov chain is a chain that can be 

described at any time by specifying its state at that time 

and the time until a change from one state to anothero ccurs 

In an exponentially distributed random variable. These can 

be solved by the use of the Kolmogorov forward and backward 

differential equations. For'7z» t>0| the Chapman-Kolmogorov 

equation can be derived by expressing p/j (t+T) In terms of 
transition probabilities.^’^ For the process to pass from 

an initial state i to state j at a time (t+T), there must be 

a state k in which the process exists at time t.
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' <*e use the fact that
P^|b and Xy»xj“PjA |yy=xj. Therefore, the equation ia

r^-i-i ■ ==y . x.t--3r =0=
L' -i.-*J)7Pp.=iJ £_(1 [„ . 5^-k, x>T“?])/^o=i, x^kj- 

pftt’k k”3 k-i. Vk>fpZvM • .kJ • Ci,r=J ,x -kJ/.
Substituting p.j (t).»^hT.JB)>ll, th« equation is equal to 

ij <t)oK.(7-).

•'• a t+r 2 iK t)? (r).

Differentiate each side with respect to T to obtain the

Kolmogorov Forward System of Differential Equations.

,j ^/ar* ,/ +T «f ,-te p a'j ^/Jr7

with the assumption that p,j (t) are continuous and differentiable 
for t2O with uniformly bounded derivatives Jdp.j (t)/dtj^k 

for all i, j and t=0. Setting 7^*0» the equations become 

P/j "(t)«dPij (t)/dt= Zn,•*.(!) fori, Li=o, 1, ?....

The Kolmogorov Backward System of Differential

equations is obtained by differentiating p-- (t+T)=
'4

2 P»‘X (T) ty t and setting t=O. The equation is in

the form dp,; (TJ/dT^Z Ap„,(T) for i, j=0, 2, ....
J K IK

The waiting line and service system is a birth and 

death process. The problems of the waiting line and service 

type are very useful in industry. The organizations are 

interested in these problems to improve service at the most 

economical rate to themselves. There are many different 

types of service problems. Some problems deal with bulk 

service in which customers are served k at a time where 

k>1. Others deal with different types of service or batch



arrivals of customers*

There is a vast number of birth and death processes 

which could be explored. A student could do a study then 

apply one of these processes to it* One could fully 

develop the Kolmogrov differential equations.

Some of the other problems that I had considered used 

methods other than the one developed in this paper. These 

are the five other problems.

Iii Example; lt»5» find the Forward Kolmogorov Equations 

for the R identical repair crews (R<N) each with a service 

rate X. Each crew services at most one machine at a 

time, and the crews do not cooperate with each other.

That is, if I machines of M are down for repairs, then KR,

R-i crews stand idle waiting for a new breakdown and i 

crews perform service on the down machines.

This problem can be considered two ways. The problem
- l : 1

could be done as presented or solved as a waiting line and 

service problem.

A company has positions for three employees. Applicants 

for these jobs appear at a Poisson rate of two per yeari if 

all jobs are filled they look elsewhere. Those who hold 

a job do so for an exponentially distributed time with mean 

I year,

(a) Determine the proportion of applicants that are turned 

away.
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(b) What is the average number of employees?^-}

Poisson (A) arrivals join a queue in front of two
GJ

parallel J |) servers A and B, having exponential

service ratesand^^. When the system is empty, 

arrivals go into service at A with a probability * and 

into service at B with a probability 1- Otherwise, 

the head of the queue takes the first free server.

This problem is put into use today at all post 

offices and businesses where bills are paid*

Suppose that the time between arrivals of jobs to a 

shop is negative exponentially distributed. Bach job 

requires Y units of service time, where Y is a binomially 

distributed Random variable on the Integers, 0, 1, 2...N. 

Determine the probability generating functions for the 

total work load that enters the shop up to time t,

A power conveyor is a materials-handling device. 

Material is placed on carriers that are equally spaced on 

a constant speed power chain* As a loaded carrier passes 

a worker, he removes the material from the conveyor, 

performs some work on it, and returns it to the conveyor 

so that it can be moved to the next work station* Because 

of the constant speed and equal spacing of the carriers, it 

it convenient to measure time in terms of the number of 

carriers that pass and, hence, to have a discrete variable 

tc measure time,

Suppose that a particular work station has work 

brought to it by a power conveyor on which every carrier



Is to be worked on by this station. The station can work 

on only one item at a time and store one item at a time* 

Therefore If the conveyor finds the system in this position 

the part is lost because no work can be performed on it.

These problems and the one that was done are interesting 

practical applications of various theoretical ideas*
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